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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Paris 25,121, and 135

[Docket No. 26530, Amdt. Noo. 25-76, 121
2280nd 135-43]

RIN 212Q-AC46

Improved Access to Type III Exits

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This amendment revises the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) to
require improved access to the Type III
emergency exits (typically smaller Dver
wing exits) in transport category
airplanes with 60 or more passenger
sea ts. These changes are the results of
tests that were conducted at the FAA's
Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI), and
are intended to improve the ability of
occupants to evacuate an airplane under
emergency conditions. They affect air
c::li'riers and commercial operators of
transport category airplanes as well as
the manufacturers of such airplanes.
E"FECTIVE DATE: June 3, 1992.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Ga r:y L. Killion, Manager, FAA,
Regulations Branch (ANM-114),
Transport Airplane Directorate, Aircraft
Certification Service, 1601 Lind Avenue
SW., Renton, Washington 98055-4056;
telephone (206) 227-2114.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAnON:

Background

This amendment is based on Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) No. 91-11
which was published in the Federal
~e.;ster on April 9. 1991 (56 FR 14446).

In that notice, the FAA proposed
amendments to the FAR that would
require improved access to Type III
passenger emergency exits in transport
category airplanes with 20 or more
passenger seats.

As defined in § 25.807(a)(3) of part 25
of the FAR, a Type III passenger
emergency exit must have an opening
that is not less than 20 inches wide by
36 inches high. It need not be
rectangular in shape, provided a
rectangle of those dimensions can be
inscribed within the opening. The comer
radii must not be greater than one-third
the width of the exit. The step-up
distance inside the cabin must not be
more than 20 inches. Type III exits are
typically over-wing exits: when so
located, the step down to the wing must
not be more than 27 inches. Type III
exits are typically removable hatches:
however, they may be hinged or tracked
doors.

Although specific passageways are
not currently defined, access from each
aisle to each Type III exit is required by
§ 25.813(c). Additionally, § 25.813(c)
requires. for airplanes with 20 or more
passenger seats. that the projected
opening of the Type III exit may not be
obstructed and that there must be no
interference (e.g. by seats, berths, etc.I
in opening the exit. For airplanes with 19
or fewer passenger seats, there may be
minor obstructions in this region if there
are compensating factors to maintain
the effectiveness of the exit.

In September 1985, the FAA convened
a Public Technical Conference on
Emergency Evacuation of Transport
Airplanes in response to issues raised
by various sectofs of the public
regardi!lg the adequacy of existing
regulations involved with emergency
evacuation. One of the issues discussed

was access to Type III exits. As a result
of questions posed at this conIerence, a
series of tests was conducted by CAMI
to evaluate the ease with which exits
can be opened and the effect of
passageway width on flow through
them. The CAMI report, No. DOT/FAA/
AM-89/14-The Influence of Adjacent
Seating Configurations on Egress
Through a Type m Emergency Exit, is
available from the National Technical
Information Service, Springfield.
Virginia 22161. In addition, a copy of the
report is included in the docket for this
rulemaking proceeding. As described in
the report, the first set of tests was run
with a total of 131 subjects-three
groups of 33 each and one group of 32.
The evacuation rates of the four groups
evacuating through 8 Type III exit were
measured in these tests. Each group was
tested in fOUf separate runs, passing
through four cliffent access
configurations on their way to the exit.
This set of tests used the principles of
Latin Square testing. (The Latin Square
test, which is defined in FAA Order FS
8110.12, dated May 21,1984. is a
procedure used in evaluating two or
more different exit configurations. It is
used to factor out differences in test
subject groups and experience gained by
the groups in succeeding test runs.) The
four access configurations were:

A-the current minimum access
required by § 25.813(c), which resulted
in an unobstructed passageway of
approximately 6 inches;

I>-a configuration which had a
minimum of 10 inches of unobstructed
passageway to the exit, with the leading
edge of the seat botton cushion of the
row of seats aft of the exit located on
the centerline of the exit (see Figure 1);
BlUING CODE ..91G-13-M
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CONFIGURATION B (THREE-SEAT ROW)
or

CONFIGURATION G (TWO-SEAT ROW)
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C-R configuration which had a
minimum of ~o inches of unobstructed
~;lS!)a~eway to the exit. with the leading
edge of the SP.dt bottom cushion of the
row of s02ats aft of the exit protruding 5
i •• thes forward of the projected aft
vertical edgp. of the exit opening (see
Figure 2):
~::..UHC CODE .491G-1J.-M
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CONFIGURATION C
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and
D--a cunfiguration with a scat row

centered on the exit. with the outboard
se31 of that row deleted, and with the
seat rows brward and aft of this seat
row spaced at 32 inches to provide two.
fl.pproximatley 6-inch. unobstructed
passageways 10 the exit (see Figure 3).
:~.s discussed below under "Discussion
,.)[ Comments," some commenters are
ur:der the erron~ous impression that
Configuration C was tested with a much
:larrower passageway to the exit.
,,,,,, t!'"{l coo£ 411l)..1:J,-M
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Each of the above configurations
slmulated cabin interiors with three
seats per row and one Type III exlt per
side.

The data obtained from these tests
were then subjected to a statistical
evaluation. It was found that the egress
rates of Configurations C and D were
approximately 14 percent better than
that of Configuration A. a statistically
significant Improvement. In addition. the
rate of egress from Configuration D was
8 statistically significant improvement
over thst of Configuration B.

The exit preparation time, I.e., the
time it took to open Bnd dispose of the
exit hatch. was measured in the second
set of tests. During this testing, each of
five seating locations (Configuration D
has two seating locations from which 8
person can reasonably be expected to
open the exit] was evaluated with eight
subjecto per location. In this set of tests,
the question. of where to dispose of the
hatch and whether or not increased
work space in the vicinity of the exit
would reduce the amount of time
required to prepare the exit for use were
studied. Any Inotructlon ao to what to
do with the exit hstch after it had been
removed from the oide of the fuselage
mockup was intentionally omitted from
the passenger information ~ard during
the testing. This was consistent with
some airline passenger information
cards that do not recommend specific
stowage aree•. As expected. the test
subjects found a variety of solutions to
the question. These included laying the
hetch horizontally or vertically against
the back of lbe seat row forward of the
exitor vertically in lbe seet position that
the opener had previously occupied,
throwing the hatch out the exit, and
piecing the hatch on the seal row
forward of the exit. In some instances,
the hatch was stowed In a position
considered to be a possible impediment
to the smooth flow of passengers to and
through the exit

The te.t. conducted by CAM! showed
that a significant improvement in egress
reteo could be achieved by Increasing
the access space to Type mexits over
that currently required by Part 25.
Notice 91-11 proposed to amend
§ 25.813(c) to require increased acee.a to
Type III exits from the nearest main
aisle on airplanes with a seating
configuration of 20 or more. The rule
proposed in that notice would require
that pesoageways be provided as
described in either test configuration C
or D. which are defined in propooed
U 25.813(c)(1) (i) and (ii). respectively.
These passageways are projected
vertically with respect to the airplane
floor.

As proposed, current §§ 25.813(c) (1)
and (2) would be reidentified eo
U 25.813(c)(2) (i) and (ii). This
relocation would clearly show that these
requirements are separate from the
passageway requirements of proposed
U 25.813(c)(1) (i) and (ii). This would
also clearly show that the phrase "this
region" in proposed § 25.813(c)(2)(ii)
refers to those areas discussed in
proposed § 25.813(c)(2)(i). The phrase
"excluding pilot's seets" would be
removed because the reader may
incorrectly interpret the sentence to
mean that the seats of other
crewmembers, such a. thooe of flight
attendants or flight engineers. are
considered to be passenger seats.

When the exit is a removable hatch
(as opposed to a hatch or door thet
remains attached to the fuoelage), a
placard would also be required to
clearly indicate the method of opening
the hatch end to recommend at leest one
stowege location. This would reduce the
probability that the hatch would be left
in a position that would hamper the flow
to the exit. Where the hatch should be
stowed in a specific airplane model
would depend on the configuration of
the interior and exterior in the vicinity
of the exit.

Additionally, the weight of the hatch
would also heve to be indicated on the
placard. This proposed requirement i. a
result of observation during the second
set of tests that subjects were often
overwhelmed by the unexpected weight
of lbe exit hatch. In most instances, they
would have been better prepared and
positioned to handle the hatch had they
known ita weight beforehend.

As propo.ed, the placard would have
to be located in a prominent position in
front of each seat that both faces and
borders the peosageways from the cabin
al.le to the exit. The passengers In these
seats are the most likely to open the
exits in an emergency be<::ause of their
proximity to the exits. In the case of a
Configuration D arrangement, this
would typically include the pao.engers
in the seet assembly centered on the
exit and the paoseogors in the row aft of
the exit. The requirement for the placard
was propo.ed for § 25.813(c) rather then
§ 25.807(a)(3) because proper dispo.al of
the hatch is an important factor in
maintainlng access to the exit.

For multi·aisle airplanes, an
unobstructed 2O-inch cross-aisle would
be required between the main aisles in
the vicinity of each Type 1lI exit, except
that one cross-aisle may serve two Type
III exlts thet are within three pa.oenger
seat rows of each other. Cross-aisles are
currently required for Type A. Type I,
and Type II exits by § 25.813(a). Section

25.813(a) would be revi.ed to require
that cross-aisles be provided for all exit
types in multi-aisle airplanes. The cross
aisle would be required to lead directly
to the pas.ageway for a Type A exit,
which must have two flows of evacuees
in order to be fully utilized. For Type r.
Type II, and Type III exits, which
require only one flow of evacuees in
order to be fully utilized. the cross-aisle
would have to leed to the immediate
vicinity of the exit passageway. For
purposes of this rulemaldng. "immediate
vicinity" means having at least a 5-inch
overlap of the cross-aisle and the
pa.sageway to eny Type II or larger exit
and being within the distance of one
passenger seat row (at the smallest seat
pitch in.talled in the airplane] from the
paosageway for a single Type 1II exlt
When two Type III exit. are located
within three passenger seat rows of
each other, one cross-aisle would suffice
for both exits. The cross-ai.le would
have to be located between the two
passageways to the exit•. This would
eliminate the po.sibility that evecuee.
using the cross-aisle would have to
bypas. one Type III exit to get to the
other.

It was also proposed that
§ 121.310(f)(3] would be amended to
require improved access to Type ill
exlt. within 8 months after the effective
date of the rmal rule for all airplenes
type certificated efter January 1, 1958,
and opereted under part 121.
Compliance is not considered practical
for airplanes type certificated prior to
January 1, 1958, because of their
relatively advanced age and small
numbers remaining in service. From a
practical standpoint, the date January 1,
1958, mean. thet the proposed
rutemaklng would apply to all turbine
powered transport category airplanes
operated in passenger service under part
121, except for any Convair 240/340/440
(580, 600 and 840 conver.ions thereof),
Vickers Viscount. and certain Fokker F
27 airplanes. Few, if any, of the.e older
airplanes remain in such service. The
FAA proposed a 6-month compliance
period because, given the relative ease
of reconfiguring transport category
airplane seat arrangements. that would
provide sufficient time in which to
develop engineering plans for the
required change, procure the necessary
parts, and reconfigure the airplanes. The
proposed compliance period was based
on the a88uroptlon that affected
operators would elect to comply by
changing seat pitch or removing a seat
adjacent to the Type III exit

Section 135.177 presently incorporates
the provi.ions of § 121.310 by reference.
It has come to the attention of the FAA
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that the practice of incorporating certain
provisions of part 121 in part 135 by
reference may cause confusion. In order
to preclude any confusion in this regard,
the provisions of § 121.310, including Ihe
changes proposed in Notice 91-11,
would be included in pal'l 135 explicitly
Tather then by reference.

While the CAMl tests and the
proposed rules focus upon increased
access to Type III exits in the area
directly adjacenllo such exils. the FAA
noted that it would also consider
alternative means of increasing the flow
rale from Type III exils.ln thaI regard,
Ihe FAA proposed 10 accept any
alternative seat configuration, exit
procedure. or olher change lhat would
accomplish an equivalent improvement
in the flow rate. As proposed. an air
carrier or manufacturer desiring to use
such an alternative would be expected
to eSlablish. through a tesl procedure
acceplable to the Administrator. that the
alternative achieves a level of safety
equivalent 10 that which would be
provided by the proposals for an
improvement !n passenger evacuation
through Type III exits. and that the
airplane contL~ues to comply with all

other applicable regula lory
requirements. The FAA requested
comments on the desirability of
employing this alternative methodology.

Other Tests

In anticipation of questions that
would be raised concerning possible
alterna tive configurations, the FAA
conducted another series of flow rate
tests to obtain comparative data for
additional configurations. In order to
ensure that FAA resources were not
wasted testing configurations that were
unusable for other res sons, the
suggestions of the Airline transport
Association of Amp-rica (ATA) were
obtained at a meeting held June 25. 1991.
The discussion at that meeting was
limited to possible alternative
configurations; discussion concerning
the merils of Ihe proposed rulemaking
was neither entertained nor permitted.
As 8 result of the discussion, it was
concluded Ihat a planned lest of a
configuration similar to Configuration C
except for 8n 18 inch passageway would
be unproductive.

Using test methods similar to those
utilized earlier for Configurations A. B.

C. and D. CAMl conducted the
additional series of tests during the
week of August 12, 1991. Th!' four
configurations tested if! this 5~rit's we:!'

E-for comparative purposes. the
same 8S Configuration C of the earlier
series, i.e., 8 configuration that had a
minimum of 20 inches of unobstructed
passageway to the exit. wi!h the leading
edge of the sp.at bottom cushion of the
row of seats aft of the exit protruding 5
inches forward of the projected aft
vertical edge of the exit openin~ (s.et>
Figure 2);

F--configuration similar to
Configuration E, except thaI the leadi:lg
edge of the seat bottom cushion of the
row of seats aft of the exit protruded 10
inches forward of the projecled aft
vertical edge of the exil opening (i.e .. at
the projected centerline of Ihe exit). Ihe
seatbacks of the row of sea ts ahead of
the exit were fixed in a broken·forward
position 15 dp.grees forward of vertical.
and the row of seats ahead of the exit
was moved aft to reduce the
unobstructed passageway to 10 inches
(see Figure 4);
8lWMG COOl 4t1~1s-t1
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CONFIGURATION F
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G-a configuration similar to
Configuration B of the earlier tests [Le.,
a minimum of 10 inches of unobstructed
passageway to the exit with the leading
edge of the seat boltom cU8hion of the
row of seats aft of the exit located on
the centerline of the exit), except that
the seat rows on the exit side of the

aisle contained only two seats each (see
Figure 1J; and

H-a variation of Configuration D of
the earlier tests (Le., a seat row centered
on one exit with the outboard seat
deleled to provide two approximately 6
inch unobstructed passageways) in
which there were two adjacent exits

with their vertical centerlines spaced 29
inches apart and two outboard sea ts
removed to provide three approxima tely
6 inch unobstructed passageways (see
Figure 5).
81WNQ COO£ ""O-1~
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The details Bnd results of this second

lest series are contained in CAMI draft
report, Effects of Seating Configuration
and Number of Type III Exits on
Emergency Aircraft Evaluation. (The
above test configurations are identified
in a preliminary draft of this
memorandum as Configurations A
through D. respectively: however, they
have been reidentified as Configurations
E through H, respectively. in order to
preclude confusion with Configurations
A through 0 of the first lest series.)

As noted earlier. Configuration C (or
Configuration E of the second series)
provided the most efficient egress of the
configurations tested with three·seat

rows. The test results show that the
efficiency of configuration G. with a 10
inch passageway and only two seats per
row on the exit side of the aisle. was
only about ¥2. per cent less than those
with Configuration C. From a test
standpoint. Y2 per cent is insignificant.
Configuration G may therefore be
considered equivalent to Configuration
C. Configuration F. with a 1Q..inch
passageway and the seatbacks broken
forward. provided the least efficient
egress of the configurations tested in
this second test series-approximately 7
per cent more time per passenger.

Since the issuance of Notice 91-11. it
has been brought to the attention of the

FAA that configurations involving two
adjacent exits on each side of the
fuselage present particular problems.
Some airplanes, including Douglas DC
9/MD-80 series. Boeing 737-400. certain
Boeing 757 series, certain Fokker F-28
series and Airbus A-320 series have
adjacent exits with exit centerlines
separated by as little as 29 inches. In
those airplanes. the exits are located so
close together that the row between the
two exits cannot be moved in either
direction without blocking one of the
exits (see Figure 6).
BILUNG CODr 4InG-13-M
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TYPICAL PRESENT DAY CONFIGURATION
with
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Configuration C, with a 20-inch
passageway, is not an available optiGn
because moving the row between the
two exils aft to obtain the ZG-inch
passageway at the forward exit would
block the other exil (see Figure 7).
elWHG COO[ 4910-1""'"
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Similarly, advancing the row ahead of
the forward exit to provide the 2O-inch
passageway would result in 8
misalignment of the passageway and
exit centerlines considerably greater
than 5 inches, as specified in the Notice
(see Figure 8),
BlUING COOE .9H~l3-~
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There was also concern that a variation
of Configuration D with the outboard
seat removed at each exit to provide
three approximately 6-inch
passageways would not provide the
desired improvement. That variation
was therefore included in the second
te.t .erie. a. Configuration H (Figure 5).

Egress was considerably slower with
Conf18ur.tion H th.n with the ba.eline
Configur.tion C (Configur.tion E) or the
previously-te.ted Configur.tion D.
Egress time per person was
.pproximately 9 percent gre.ter from
the aft exit of Configur.tion H than that
achieved with Configuration E. The time
was even worse, approximately 19
percent greater. from the forward exit of
Configuration H. This degradation of
egress was due both to increased time
required to remove the exit hatches and
for p••sengers to flow through them.
Unlike Configuration D. there was no
test .ubject .e.ted within .rm. length of
the .ft h.tch. It w.a therefore nece.a.ry
for subjects seated in the rows with the
outboard seals removed to lean over or
gel out of their seats to remove the exit
hatches. The average time for each test
subject to egress was also increased by
the reduction in paas.geway width
(three .uch pa.sagew.ya were feeding
two exits rather than two passageways
feeding one exit a. in Conf18ur.tion Dj
.nd by teat .ubject he.it.ncy at the exit
h.tch openinga. The hesitancy .eemed
to be due to confu.ion .a to "who .hould
go next" when two lines of evacuees
converged at one exit. In view of this
test series. it does not appear that
Configuration H providea .ny
improvement in egress over
Configuration A. the current minimum
.cce•• required by I 25.813(cj. whenever
there are two adjacent exits in each
aide. A. a reault of the.e teata. it m.y be
concluded that the only w.y to achieve
the improvement in flow intended by
Notice 91-11 when there are two
adjacent exits is to separate the exits
and .dopt Configur.tion C or D .t e.ch
exit.

A number of commenters referred to
tests conducted earlier in the United
Kingdom. In 1987, the Civil Avi.tion
Authority of that country commissioned
Cr.nfield In.titute of Technology to
conduct research concerning passenger
behavior in aircraft emergencies. The
primary objective of this research was
to investigate the influence of changes in
access to emergency exits on the
passenger evacuation rates. The tests
were conducted under two
circumstances: (a) when passengers are
competing to evacuate an aircraft. 8S
could happen in an accident in which
the c.bin conditions become life-

threatening, and (bj when paa.engers
are evacuating in an orderly manner. as
occurs in aircraft certification
evacuations and in some accidents. The
former circumstance (generally referred
to 8S the "competitive tests") was
simulated by offering 8 significant bonus
in p.y to the first half of the volunteer
evacuees to leave the aircraft. No bonus
waa offered for the other test•. The te.t
configurations included a range of
width. for the p••••gew.y through a
bulkhe.d Ie.ding to floor-level exit••nd
a range of seating conftgurations
.dj.cent to • Type III exit. The
competitive tests involving access to
noor-Ievel exits 8re not pertinent to this
rulemaking: however. those involving
access to Type III exita are directly
reI. ted. Tho.e teat. included.
configuration similar to Configuration C.
except th.t the unob.tructed width of
the pa•••geway to the exit differed.•nd
another similar to Configuration D.

From the tests involvi.ng access to
Type III exit., the re.earche. concluded
th.t:

1. Ch.nge. in the unob.tructed width
of the pa.a.gew.y leading between the
two seat rows influence the speed of the
evacuation. When a configuration
.imilar to Configur.tion C ia u.ed. the
optimum unob.tructed width of the
passageway is between 13 inches and 25
inchea. Although ••pecific width of 20
inches was not tested, the results of
these tests are generally consistent with
the CAM! teata uaing Configur.tion C
(or Configur.tion E of the I.ter te.t
series].

2. When the unobstructed width of the
passageway is further increased by
completely removing ODe seat row, the
evacuation flow rate is slower than that
.chieved when the unobatructed width
is between 13 and 25 inches.

3. A configuration similar to
Configur.tion D provide•• r.pid
evacuation flow rate but is prone to
block.ge•. In .ddition. opening .nd
dispo.ing of the exit was found to be
more difficult with that configur.tion.

In the.e teata. the behavior th.t
results from monetary incentive was
used to represent the competitive
beh.vior th.t would reault from mortal
fear in an actual emergency. Since this
repre.ent.tion may not be completely
accurate, the FAA is not prepared to
.ccept the v.lidity of the "competitive
tests" in their entirety. Nevertheless, the
above conclusions cannot be ignored. In
particular. the competitive behavior
te.ta .how th.t providing .ddition.l
space adjacent to an exit may not
improve the evacuation flow rate and
may. in some instances, actually prove
to be counterproductive,

Discussion of Comments

Nearly 200 commenters responded to
the invitation extended in Notice 91-11.
These include responses from the
general public, airplane manufacturers
and associations representing them.
airlines and associations representing
them, the City of Lo. Angele., foreign
airworthiness authorities and
associations representing airline
employees.

The vast majority of the commenters
are members of the general public. Fifty
such commenters support the proposed
rulemaking without further comment.
Forty-seven others support the proposed
rulemaking. but offer .dditional
comments or suggestions. None of the
commenters from the general public
present factual information to support
their beliefs. Some appear to believe
th.t the co.t of the proposed rulemaking
would simply come out of airline profits;
however, a significant number support
the rulem.king even though they
recognize that they. the consumers.
would ultim.tely be.r the co.t of
compliance.

Some persons make no specific
comment concerning the proposed
rulem.king, but .imply complain that
the interiors of commercial airliners are
too crowded. One expresses concern
.bout atowage of he.vy b.ggage in
overhead compartments. Another
alleges that food service and lavatories
are unhygienic. These comments go well
beyond the .cope of the present
rulemaking and cannot be considered at
thia time. To the extent that they have
merit, the FAA will consider them for
future proposed rulemaking.

A number of commenters make
comments that are relevant, although
well beyond the .cope of the propo.ed
rulemaking. Several focus on the
capability of the pas.engera seated
adjacent to the emergy exits. In general.
those commenters believe that the
persons sitting next to the exits must be
able-bodied, in sound mental condition,
fluent in the Engli.h l.ngu.ge.•nd
neither elderly. h.ndic.pped, nor
traveling with small children. Some
suggest that only persons certified as
competent to oper.te the exits .hould be
permitted to sitin those seats.

The FAA .greea that the persons
seated adjacent to the emergency exits
.hould be cap.ble of opening them
expeditiou8ly. In th.t regard, the FAA
adopted Amendment 121-214 (55 FR
8054. March 8, 1990j which require. th.t
only persona who .re determined by the
certificate holder to be .ble, without
assistance. to activate an emergency
exit and to t.ke the .ddition.1 .ction.
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needed to ensure safe use of that exit in
an emergency may be seated in exit
rows. In light of the action already
taken. the need fDr and practicality of
adopting these suggestions has not been
clearly established.

OtheT commenters suggest that
mockups of the emergency exit
arrangement should be provided at the
airport so that passengers could
familiarize themselves with the exit
operation before boarding. Providing for
airport mockup" goes well beyond the
scope of Notice 91-11 and cannot be
adopted at lhi3 time; however. it would
be proposed in future rulemaking: it if
were detennined to have sufficient
merit.

Some commentera believe that the
size or number of Type III exits should
be increased. It has been demonstrated
tllat the ability of persons to egress
through certain larger floor-level exits
could be enhanced by modestly
increasing the size of those exits (Le..
not so much that they could qualify as
the next larger type). The FAA has
therefore proposed to define two
additional types of floor-level exits
(!'\otice 9V-4. 55 FR 6344. February 22.
1990}. Unlike those proposed enhanced
floor-level exits. the FAA is not aware
of any data showing that the ability of
persons to egress through Type III exits
could be enhanced significantly by
ir..creasing their size. Similarly. there is
no evidence that the number of Type III
exits specified by 125.807 for various
seating configurations is insufficient. In
any e\·ent. thoiie suggestions go beyond
the scope of Notice 91-11 and cannot be
considered at this time.

Two commenters. both foreign
ainvorthiness authorities, recommend
thaI the rulernaking should include
improving the integrity of seatback tray
table latches to preclude inadvertent
deployment of the tables during
evacuation. \'\'hile this recommendation
may have merit it goes beyond the
scope of Notice 91-11 and cannot be
considered at this time. If it is
determined that failure of tray table
latches has impeded previous
evacuations under emergency
condition5, this recommendation will be
considered for future rulemaking action.

The same commenters recommend
that the bottom structure of the seats
adjacent to the exit access should be
designed to minimize the possibility of
limb entrapment. This recommendation
also goes beyond the scope of Notice
91-11 and must therefore be deferred for
consideration in future rulemaking.

Those commenters and a number of
others recommend that, for rows
borderina the passageway to a Type 1IJ
exit. the seatback should be designed so

that moti<>n is Umihod 10 ± 15 degrees
when. force .. great 811 400 pounds i.
applied to the ....tb.ck. The purpose of
limiting ..atb<tck motion would be to
discourage ev.cueea from findins
multiple alternate routes to the exit and
cau.. blocl<age. Like the above two
recommend.tions, this also goes beyond
the scope of Notice 91-11 .nd cannot be
considered at this lime. If it ia d""med to
have sufficient meri~ it will be
considered for future rolemaking.

One commenter believes that
proposed I 25.813{c)(l) is not clear to
whether reclined ..at bades can
protrude into the 2O-inch passageway
leading to the Type ill exit. The FAA
concurs that there may be confusion in
this regard; therefnre. I 25.813{c)[1)(i)
contains the followina additional
sentence, "The width of the passageway
must be measured with adjacent seats
adjusted to their most adverse position."
A similar clarific.tion h.s been added
to § 25.813[c)(1)(ii). In order to minimize
the 1088 of cabin space. operators will
probably provide means to limit seat
back recline adjacent to the
passageway.

As proposed, I 25.813(c)(1)(i) would
permit the centerline of the passageway
to be displaced as much as 5 inches
horizontally from that of the exit. Two
comme:l.ters do not believe that any
displacement of the centerlines should
be permitted. The FAA does not concur.
The tests have shown that a
displacement of 5 inches does not
adversely affect egress, and not
permitting any displacement would
impose an unnecessary design
constraint On the contrary, it is noted
that a maximum displacement of 5
inches may be unduly restrictive when
the width of the passa,<leway is greater
than the minimum of 20 inches. The
centerline of the passageway could be
offset more than 5 inches. without any
degradation of the egress capability.
provided the centerline of a 20-inch
wide portion of the passageway is not
displaced more than 5 inches from that
of the exit. Section 25.813(c)(1)(i) is
therefore adopted as proposed, except
that it specifies that the centerline of the
required 20 inch width must not be
displaced more than 5 inches
horizontally from that of the exit.

One commenter believes that the
overhead stowage compartment should
be removed from above Type m exits in
ordei' to provide more head room, This,
too, is beyond the scope of Nolice 91-11;
however, it does not appear that it
would serve any useful purpose. As
noted above under "Background,"
, 25.813 requires tbe undenide of the
stowage compartment to be no lower
than the upper edge of the exit.

Evacuees would have to lower their
heads to clear the upper edge of the exit
regardless of the presence of a stowage
compartment.

A number of commenters. including
foreign airworthiness authorities,
support the propos.1 to require
unobstructed 2O-inch wide access
passagew.ys (Configuration C-F'Igure
2), but not the .Iternative of removing
the outboard ,e.tadj.cent to the exit
(Configuration D-Figure 3). In contrast,
others support the proposal to reqnire
remov.l of lhe outbo.rd le.t, but not the
altem.tive of providing an unobstructed
Zo-inch wide p8s5ageway. Commenters
with the-se opp08ing point3 of view cite
the same competitive behavior tests to
support their positions.

The FAA hal c.refully reviewed the
results of both the competiUve behavior
testing and the testing conducted by
CAMI. Contrary to the views of one
group of commenters. both the
competitive behavior tests and the
CAMllest clearly show that
Configuration C (Figure 2) is a viable
means to improve the egress of
passenaers through Type m exits. The
opposing point of view presented by the
other group is more difficult to assess.

Configuration D [F'tgure 3) offers the
advantage of providing more room in
which a passenger may maneuver to
remove and dispose of the hatch.
Furthermore, the egress rate provided by
that configuration in the initial CAMI
tests was very good. Additionally.
Configuration D offers redundant paths
to the exit. On the other hand,
competitive behavior tests show that it
may be prone to blockages under actual
emergency conditions. The CAMI testihg
of Configuration H appears to confirm
the possibility that blockages, or .t least
delays due to confusion as to "who goes
next," may occur whenever there is
room enough for more than one orderly
file of evacuees leadina to the exit. The
FAA also concurs with commenters that
the removed hatch might be left in the
space created by removal of the
outboard seat.nd seriously hinder the
flow of evacuees. In consideration of the
competitive test results and comments
received. it appears that Configuration D
may not be as beneficial as
Configur.tion C. A number of operators
do. in fact. already have airplanes in
service with that configuration. The final
rule will allow the option of using
Configuration D.

A number of commenters do not
concur that either alternative would be
sufficient and believe that the entire exit
seat row shonld be removed. Although
this wnuld intuitively appear to be an
improvement. the competitive behavior
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testing has shown that the results could
actually be counterproductive if the
entire row were removed.

Two commenters believe that only
outward opening doors should be
allowed. The FAA does not concur with
those commenters. The exits of
transport category airplanes are
typically designed so that they can be
opened only to the inside in order to
preclude 8 catastrophic decompression
of the cabin should there be a failure of
the exit retention system. (Some exits
that appear to be outward opening
actually open inward, then rotate in
order to pass through an opening that is
smaller than the exit.) Since that
potential hazard would far outweigh the
possible benefits of outward opening
exits, the FAA does not consider it
appropriate to require the use of such
exits. In a similar vein, another
commenter believes that the Type III
exit hatches should be lighter in weight.
The FAA certainly concurS that the
hatches should be as light as possible.
Nevertheless. the structural strength
needed to prevent 8 catastrophic failure
of the hatch must be the primary
consideration.

Some commenters believe that the
required exit placarding should instruct
the person opening the hatch to place it
outside the airplane. The FAA concurs
that this would generally be more
desirable than leaving it inside the
cabin. There may. however. be unique
installations in which placing the hatch
outside the airplane might interfere with
passengers' escape from the airplane or
damage escape means (e.g. inflatable
slides. etc.). It is therefore not
considered appropriate to adopt specific
requirements to dispose of the hatch
outside the airplane.

One commenter believes that the
phrase "stow the hatch" in proposed
§ 25.813(c)(3)(iii) implies that there must
an approved pre-determined location for
disposing of the exit. The FAA concurs
that "stow the hatch" may convey this
implication; therefore. § 25.813(c)(3)(iii).
as adopted. reads. "If the exit is a
removable hatch. state the weight of the
hatch and indicate an appropriate
location to place the hatch after
removaL"

One commenter. an organization
representing airline employees, docs not
concur that airplanes with seating for 19
or fewer passengers should be excepted
from the access requirements as
proposed. In contrast, a number of other
commenters take the opposite position.
Those commenters note that operators
of smaller airplanes would be adversely
affected by the the proposed new
standards more than those of the larger
airplanes. One estimates that the loss of

seats would only be approximately 0 to
2.5 percent for large wide-body
airplanes while that for smaller
airplanes would be as much 8S 10
percent. The commenters believe that. in
airplanes with passenger capacities of
50-60 or fewer. the distribution and
dimension of the cabin has already been
optimized during initial design to ensure
easy and quick evacuation. The
commenters note that the passenger-exit
ratio is always much less in such
airplanes and that, due to the shorter
cabin length. all passengers are close to
an exit. The commenters also note that
the typical seat pitch of such airplanes is
Zg....31 inches and that it is impossible to
reduce the seat pitch without causing 8

higher risk of injury and decreasing the
comfort of passengers to unacceptable
levels. The commenters therefore
conclude tha t there is no way to gain the
additional access space other than by
removing seats. Because it would be
extremely costly and there are few
potential benefits. the commenters
recommend that airplanes with more
than 19 passengers should not be
required to comply. Some suggest that
airplanes with as many as 108
passengers should be excluded.

The FAA concurs that there has not
been a demonstrated need to provide
additional access to the Type 1lI exits
used in the smaller transport category
airplanes. This. no doubt, is due in large
part to the much more favorable
passenger-exit ratio required for those
airplanes. Section 25.807 presently
contains two exit requirement tables.
The first table specifies the type and
number of exits required on each side of
the ca bin for specific seating capacities
up to 179. For airplanes with seating
capacities greater than 179. additional
exits must be provided 3S specified in
the second table. The number of
additional passengers that may be
carried for each additional exit of a
specific type is generally referred to as
the "passenger rating" of that type of
exit. Type III exits have a passenger
rating of 35; the larger. floor-Ie\'el Type I
and II exits have passenger ratings of 45
and 40. respectively. The first table of
§ 25.807 specifies that airplanes with 20
to 39 passenger seats must have one
Type II and one Type HI exit in each
side of the airplane. If these same Type
!land Type III exits were added to a 179
passenger airplane. the total passenger
capacity of that airplane could be
increased by 75 passengers to a total of
254. This means that airplanes with
seats for 20 to 39 passengers are
permitted by § 25.807 to utilize only 27
to 52 percent of the passenger ratings of
their Type !l and Type III exi ts.
Similarly. the first table of § 25.807

specifies that airplanes with 40 to 79
passenger seats must have one Type I
and one Type III exit in each side of the
airplane. If these same Type I and Type
III exits were added to a 179 passenger
airplane. the total passenger capacity of
that airplane could be increased by 80
passengers to 259. Airplanes with seats
for 40 to 79 passengers are therefore
permitted to utilize 50 to 98 percent of
the passenger ratings of their Type I and
Type III exits.

Although the FAA does not consider
that it would be appropriate to exclude
airplanes with as many 8S 108
passengers, it is recognized that
compliance with either altp.rnative
configuration would place an undue
burden on operators of airplanes with
smaller passenger capacities. In lieu of
20 or more passengers, as proposed in
Notice 91-11, the new standards for
access to Type III exits are adopted only
for airplanes with seats for 60 or more
passengers. Sixty passenger seats is
considered an appropriate dividing point
because such airplanes typically have at
least 15 seat rows that can be adjusted
slightly to provide the additional access
to the Type III exits without a loss of
revenue. It must be noted that all
airplanes with Type III exits, including
those with fewer than 60 passenger
seats, must comply with the
requirements for exit placarding. as
proposed in the Notice.

Because Part 135 does not apply to
operation of airplanes with 60 or more
passenger seats, it is no longer
necessary to amend Part 135 to require
compliance with the proposed
requirements for access to Type 11I exits.
Part 135 is amended, however. to specify
the requirements for placarding 8S

proposed. Part 135 is also amended to
include the provisions of § 121.310
explicitly, as proposed. rather than by
reference.

The FAA noted in the preamble to
Notice 91-11 that it would also consider
alternative means of increasing the flow
rate through Type 1lI exits. Some
commenters interpreted this to mean
that there would literally have to be a 1~

percent improvement in the egress ra!e
at each exit. As discussed above. the
smaller airplanes generally have a more
favorable passenger-exit ratio. The
commenters therefore questioned the
fairness of requiring smaller airplanes
that are already superior in evacuation
capability to be improved by the same
percentage as the larger airplanes. Since
airplanes with fewer than 60 passenger!;
will not be required to comply, the
commenters' concerns in this regard are
no longer relevant. It does. however.
appear that clarification of this POint ,s
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needed. The atatemenl that alternative
means of increasing the flow rate would
be considered was Dot intended to mean
that there would literally have to be an
improvement of 14 percent fur each
Type IU exiL Tbe stalemenl waa merely
a reflection of the provisiona for fmdings
of equivalenl "'fety that are already
contained in '21.Z1(b)(1) of the FAR
That section atate.. in part, thai the
applicant ia entitled 10 a type certificate
if the product (in this case a transport
category airplane) complies with the
applicable requiremenls of the FAR.
.. . or that any airworthiness
provisions not complied with are
compensated. for by factora that provide
an equivalenllevel of safety...." A
finding of equivalent safety under the
provisions of , 21.21(b)(1) could, of
course. be based on a fmding that the
flow of evacueeo through a specific Type
III exit was equivalent to that provided
by a Configuration Cor D seating
arrangement, On the other hand, it could
be based on the overall evacuation
capability of the entire airplane.
Findings of equivalent safety have, for
example, been granted for airplanes
with additional or larger floor level exits
in lieu of the Type IU exits specified by
§ 23.807. The burden ia. of course, on the
applicant to ahow thatlhere is in fact.
an equivalent level of safety.

One commenter believes that placing
a seat under or dose to a Type ill exit
can actually enhance evacuation since it
afford. the passenger an intermediate
step up to the lip of the exit, As noted by
the commenter, that might enable
children and. posaibly, some
handicapped per80ns to pa•• through
the exit quicker; bul it would delay the
passase of moal persons through the
exi t. It would undoubtedly cau.e a
significant delay in the overall
e\'acuation proceS8 to the detriment of
all occupants.

A number of commenters focus on the
applicability of the lests conducted at
CAMI in support of Notice 91-11.
Several allese Ibat the aclual
unobstructed width of the passageway
tested as Configuration C was actually
much I... than 20 inchea. Some claimed
that it was •• little al 15 inches. These
commentera were apparently misled by
an inaccuracy in 8 figure in the test
reporl depicting the teat arrangement. In
respon.e 10 those comments, the FAA
attempted 10 confirm the width of tbe
passageway independently of the report
through teot photoa, recollections of teal
personnel etc. TIle width used in some
test runs could oot be verified precisely
at this late date; however, it was
specifically measured by a le.t observer
and found 10 be 20 inchea for at leasl

one of the four runa. Because the telts
were conducted <JVer a period of time.
there i. a possibility thai there may have
been some minor variation in
p....ageway width. Neverthelesa, it ha.
been determined th.t the p..sageway
did not differ aufficienlly from 20 incbea
in any run 10 invalidate the test results,

One commenter questions the validity
of the testing of Configuration C because
the commenter alleges that the
competitive behavior tests .howed 13
inches to be an effective passageway
width. As noted above the researchers
concluded that the optimum passageway
width is between 13 inches and 25
inches. not 13 inches a8 stated by the
commeoter. As also noted above. a
specific width of 20 inches was not
evaluated during the competitive
behavior tests.

A number of commenters note that the
CAMI testa conaidered only interioc
configurations with three·seat rows on
the exit side of the cabin aisle. Aa
discussed above under "Othar Tests," a
subsequent aeries of tests did include
ConfJgUralion G (Fisw'e 1), a
configuration similar to Configuration C.
except that rowa of double seats were
used and the unob.ln1cted widtb of Ihe
pathway waa only 10 inches. Those tests
showed that Configuration G ia
equivalent to Configuration C in egress
capability; therefore, , 25.813(c](1)(i), a.
adopted, requi," the unobslructed
width of the pathway 10 be at lea.t 10
inches when the adjacent rows on the
exit side of the aisle contain no more
than two seats.

Commenters also nole that the tests
did not consider configurations with two
adjacenl Type In exils on each side of
the cabin. As also discussed above
under "Other Tests." neither
Configuration C nor Configuration D is
an available option when the exits are
• 0 closely located. Configuration H
(Figure 5), a variation of ConfIguration
D. was therefore teated subsequently as
a possible alternative. Unlike
Configuration G, ConfIgUration H
proved to be no better than the
minimum access currently required by
, 25.813(c). A1J concluded above under
"Other Tasl.... the only way to achieve
the improvement in flow intended by
Notice 91-11 would be to locate the
exits far enough apart that Configuration
C or D could be used. Deaigning Dew
airplanes with sufficient space between
exits does not preaent insurmountable
difficulties a. evides>ced by exisling
Boeing 707 and 7rJ ..riel airplaneo and
certain DougI.5 DC-8 series airplanea.
Section 25.813(c) io therefore adopled as
proposed in thia regard.

Moving the exilll of existing airplanea
to provide sufficienl spacing would, on
the other hand, be impractical due 10
cost and other dificulties. In addition,
there are other cil'cumstances that
would al90 make compliance with
proposed § 1Z1.310(f)(3)(iti) impractical.
These include the pre.ence of fixed
installations such 8S lavatories. galleys.
etc., or permanently mounted bulkhead.
if those inslallationa would preclude
compliance withoula 10.. in the total
number of seats. An insufficient number
of seat rOWa abead of or behind the exit
could also make compliance impractical.
Other considerations. such as passenger
comfort. have previously ensured
sufficient seat row pitch to enable
passengers to reach the main aisle
quickly in an emergency situation. A
severe reduction in seat ~w pitch could.
however, compromise passengers"
ability to reach the main aisle quickly in
an emergency. Floor loading limilations
would alro preclude severe reductions
in pitch in some airplanes. Compliance
would therefore be conaidered
impractical if the seat row pitch would
have to be reduced by more than one
inch from its present value or to less
than 30 inches. A1J discusaed above, the
alternative of removing complete seat
rows at the exits may prove
counterproductive because of the
competitive behavior that occurs during
evacuation. That alternative would be
considered impractical 8S well.

A1J noled above, the CAM!
competitive behavior tests cast some
doubt on the viability of ConfIgUration
D. Based on tbe information preaently
available, the FAA does not conaider
compliance practical if Configuration C
could not be used for a specific cabin
arrangement. and the only possible
alternative would be to use
Configuration D.

In view of these considerations.
§ 121.310{f)(3)(iv) i& adopted to provide
relief when it is determined that auch
special circumstances exisL The
operator must of course. bear the
burden of providing credible reasona as
to why compliance ia impractical and a
description of the steps taken to achieve
a level' of aafety as close to thai
intended by the new atandard. aa
possible. No relief wiU Ile granted unless
the operator h.. ahown that aU practical
steps have been taken.

A number of commenters observe thai
Ihe tests did Dot conaider configurations
Iypically found in smaller transport
category airplanea, such a. seating with
only one or two leats OD. the exit side of
the aisle. DOO-Oyerwing Type III exits
Ihat are permitted to be aa much .. 6
feel above the ground. Type III exits
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located at the end of the cabin, etc. As
noled above, the FAA did conduct a
subsequent test program including a
configuration with rows of double seat,.
The other' comments are no longer
relevant Iince. al also noted above. the
final Nle does not require airplanes with
fewer than 60 passenger seats to comply
with the scces. apace requirements.

Several commente~s attempt to relate
the tm program to the emergency
evacuation demonstrations required in
compliance with § § 25.803 or 121.291.
Commentera have also tried to make
simiJar comparisons with real
emergency aituations. It must be
emphasized that these tests were
conducted on a comparative basis to
evaluate the relative merits of specific
design feaNrea. Differences from the
tests required by I 25.803 or § 121.2!J1.
such a. cabin lighting, the lack of debris
scattered about. age/sex of test
subjects.. etc. are therefore not relevant.
Similarly, differences from real
emergency situations are not relevant.

One commenter questions whether the
seating of the test subjects was
"statistically random." The test subjects
were instructed to sit anywhere they
wanted.. 1'be only constraint placed on
them in thet regard wa. that they were
instructed &0 not sit in the same seat a
second tima.~ seating was therefore
enlirely .......dcm- by accepted
malhematical procedures.

Several commenters focus on the
results of the first test run for each
configuration and allege that the
familiarity gained by test subjects in
succeeding &est runs invalidates the data
from those runs. As noted in the
preamble to Nolice91-11. the tests were
conducted ulling the principles of Latin
Square _iog. While it i. true that test
subiecta do 881n a degree of familiarity
with.....,.,.,..jjng teot run•. the effects of
that familiarity are compensated for by
alternating the sequence in which the
configurations are tested by different
groups. The tests would merely reflect
the capabilitieo of the test subjects if the
principles of Latin Square testing were
not used or an extremely large number
of tests were not conducted. The results
of the first test runs alone are therefore
not meaRingfui.

One commenter believes that two few
tests were conducted on which to base
proposed rulemaldng. The FAA concurs
that additional lesting would improve
the BCCUT8CY of the test results;
however, there is B practical limit to the
number of tests that can be conducted
considering financial resources, time
and the availability of test subjecls. In
view of the ..felY benefit that may be
realized, the FAA does not consider it

prudent to delay the final rule to obtain
a larger test data base.

One commenter questions the
applicability of the teats because they
were conducted with a 17-inch main
cabin aisle. while I 25.815 requires, for
an airplane with 20 or mOl'e passenger
seats. the aisle to be at least 15 inches
wide from floor level to a point 25 inches
above the Ooor and 20 inches wide
above that point. The commenter does
correctly quote the requirements of
§ 25.815: however. the comment is not
relevant because there was never a time
during any of the tests in which the main
aisle wasn't feeding test subjects faster
than the exit passageway could
accommodate them. One commenter
notes that the seats 00 the opposite side
of the main aisle were unoccupied while
another further notes that the simulator
did not include an exit on the opposite
side of the cabin. Others note Ihat the
tests did not simulate airplanes with the
Type In exit. located at the end of the
cabin. One commenter believes the test
results are not ,'alid because the tests
were not conducted with the maximum
number of passenget's in the cabin
simulator. Uke the comment concerning
aisle width. these observations are not
relevant because the main aisle always
fed test subjects faster than the exH
passageway could accommodate them.

One commenter questions the validity
of lhe test. because they did not
consider the height of the space in which
the evacuee could stand next to the exit.
The FAA does not consider tlie standing
height to be relevant to the test results.
Having more height would increase the
available workspace and possibly
improve egress: having less. on the other
hand. would certainly not be a viable
reason for decreasing the workspace
adjacent to the exit

The same commenter notes that the
testing did DOt consider passa~eways
leading to the exit through face·\o·face
seating arrangements. The practical
effect of an arrangement of this nature
would be that the ratio of passsageway
width al upper level to that al noor level
would be greater than that of
conventional seating arrangements. The
FAA is not aware of any airplane
currently in service in tne U.S. with 60 or
more paslengen and a configuration of
this nature: and. con.idering Ihal Type
III exits are invariably located in the
coach-class section where cabin space
is used in the most productive manner, it
i. highly unlikely that an operat", would
propose such a configuration in the
future. In the unlikely event an
arrangement of thUs nature ii proposed.
the standards proposed in Notice 91-11

are considered equally applicable to
arrangements with face-to-face seating.

One commenter notes that tests fail to
show any significant differences in the
configurations tested with respect to the
mean time to prepare the exit for use.
The commenter therefore concludes that
the configurations proposed in Notice
91-11 would not contribute Significantly
to that phase of the evacuation. It
appears that the cornmenter's
conclusion is inaccurate since exit
preparation would certainly be
adversely affected by inadequate
workspace. In any event it is not
relevant because there will be a
Significant improvement in the rate of
egress after the exit is prepared.

The same commenter also notes that
the step-up to and the step-down from
the Type III exit in the test facility were
18 inches and 22.5 inches. respectively,
while § 25.807(a)(3) permits a step-up of
as much a8 2:0 inches and a step-down of
as much 8S 27 inches if the exit is
located over a wing. The commenter
alleges thaI the egress rale might have
been less sensitive to the passageway
leading to the exit if a greater step-down
distance had been u.ed. The FAA does
not concur. Greater step-up and step
down distances would have made the
need for adequate workspace adjacent
to the exit even more acute.

One commenter asserts that the
weight of the hatch used in Ihe CAMI
tests is not representative of those in all
aircraft. (Actually. the hatch used was
originally installed in a Boeing Model
720.) As noted above. the FAA concurs
that batches should be as lighl as
possible because lighter hatches can
generally be removed in less time than
those that are heavier. Hatch weight is
not relevant to the CAMI test results.
however. because it has no bearing on
the rate of egress once the hatch is
removed.

One commenter believes that the
instructions "hft window into cabin"
may have influenced the results of the
CAMI tests of the various adjacent
seating configurations. It appears that
the commenter is confusing these tests
with the other teEt series devoted
specifically to hatch placement since no
instructions of this nature were given
during the former tests.

Another commenter believes that the
test results should consider only the
time required for the first lS or 30 test
S1Jbjects to eg,.... rather than Ihe full
number that participated. The FAA does
not concur. Limiting the number of test
subjects would tend to skew the test
results in favO(" of the configurations in
which the fastest teat &ubiects were
seated dOlle8t to the exit. It appears th",t
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the commenter is attempting to relate
ihe tests to the 9O-second evacuation
demonstration li~e required by § 25.803.
f\:; noted ahove. the tests conducted by
CAMl Wf:lfe to evaluate specific design
features an a comparative basis and are
not relEvant to the demonstration
r.,quired by § 25.803.

One commen~er. an association
it'presenting U.S. aircraft manufacturers.
believes [hat ~here is insufficient
evidence to indicate that the increase in
space ~eqldred by the proposed
]'egu!ation would produce the desired
jj\lprovement in safety. The commenter
pr~pi::lred cl. detailed assessment of costs
and beneL:s that is included in the
docket tor this rulemaking. For the most
part. the assessment is no longer
.elevant due 10 the ch:lnges discussed
above. To the extent they are still
,'pplicable. these and all other
('Jrnmerts of an economic nature have
lJ".:en considered in the development of
the regulatory evaluation of this final
rule.

The same commenter further states
that the proposed six·month
iT.plementation period is based on
unreelistic and inaccurate assumptions
"bout current seat pitches and the
capability of the airlines to reconfigure
Clrrent aircraft. Other commenters
present similar views. According to the
commenters. six months would not
dtlow sufficient time for the required
f'flgineering, manufacturing.
procurement. installation, and
':"ertification. The FAA recognizes that
many factors must be considered in
de.:;igning and implementing the required
changes and that there may be unusual
circumstances in which fleet·wide
compliance cannot reasonably be
achieved within six months. Although
the FAA does not concur that a
compliance period longer than six
months is needed in general,
§ 121.310(1)(3)(v) has been adopted to
provide relief when such unusual
circumstances do exist. When supported
by cn~djble reasons showing that
compliance cannot be achieved by the
specified date. such relief will be
granted in the form of a deviation
ailowing fleet compliance in incremental
stages.

As discussed in the preamble to
Notice 91-11, the FAA recognizes that
many factors must be evaluated in
designing lrans:port category airplanes
for safe evacuations. Cabin rulemaking
must consider the interaction among
cabin sizes. passenger capacity, the type
and number of emergency exits, exit
location, distance between exits, aisle
design. exit row and escape path
markings and lighting, flame resistance

of ca bin interior rna terials, and otber
important variables. In order to develop
future proposed safety standards by
using a systems·type analysis, the FAA
chartered a committee of safety experts.
known as the Aviation Rulemaking
Advisory Committee (ARAC). on
February 5. 1991. Under the auspices of
the ARAC are several subcommittees
which will desI with different areas of
FAA rulemaking activity. One of the
subcommittees is the Emergency
Evacuation Subcommittee. The
Emergency Evacuation Subcommittee. in
turn, has established a Performance
Standards Working Group. which
reports to the subcommittee.

Members of the working group
represent the interests of airplane
manufacturers: airlines: an airplane
equipment manufacturer: pilot. flight
attendant. and machinists unions; an
airline passenger association; the
National Transportation Safety Board;
and the airworthiness authorities of
Europe, Canada, and the United States.
The working group's charter is to
recommend whether new or revised
standards for emergency evacuation can
and should be adopted as performance
based standards. Performance-based
standards state regulatory requirements
in terms of objective safety performance
rather than specific design requirements.
To date the working group has met six
times (on a bi-monthly basis). but has
not yet made any recommendations to
the subcommittee for any new
performance based standards or for any
performance based standards to replace
existing non·perforrnance based design
standards.

Performance-based standards are
desirable from the standpoint that they
offer the manufacturer maximum
flexibility in designing equipment or
systems to comply with the regulations.
They can, however, be difficult to
develop, particularly when involved
with human performance, as is the case
with emergency evacuation regulations.
Therefore. in ....iew of the potential
increase in safety that can be realized
by early adoption of this rule, the FAA
does not consider that deferring action
concerning access to Type III exits
pending further study by ARAC, as
expressed by some commenters. is
warranted. Nevertheless. it may be
anticipated that other new cabin safety
standards will be developed by ARAC
and proposed by the FAA in future
rulemaking.

Except as noled above, parts 25, 121
and 135 are amended as proposed in
Notice 91-11.

Regulatory Evaluation

This section summarizes the full
regulatory evaluation prepared by the
FAA that provides detailed estimate. of
the economic consequences of this
regulatory action. This summary and the
full evaluation quantify, to the extent
practicable, estimates of the costs and
benefits to the private sector,
consumers, and Federal, State, and local
governments.

Executive Order 1ZZ91. dated
February 17, 1981. directs Federal
agencies to promulgate new regulations
or to modify existing regulations only if
potential benefits to society outweigh
potential costs for each regulatory
change. The order also requires the
preparation of a Regulatory Impact
Analysis of all "major" rules. except
those responding to emergency
situations or other narrowly·defined
exigencies. A "major" rule is one that is
likely to have an annual impact on the
economy of Sl00 million or more a major
increase in consumer costs, or a
significitnt adverse effect on
competition.

The FAA has determined that this rule
is not major as defined in the Executive
Order. Therefore, s full regulatory
analysis that includes the identification
and evaluation of cost-reducing
alternatives to the rule has not been
prepared. Instead, the Agency has
prepared a more concise regulatory
evaluation that analyzes only this rule
without identifying alternatives. In
addition to a summary of the regulatory
evaluation, this section also contains a
regulatory flexibility detennination
required by the 1980 Regulatory
Flexibility Act (P.L. 9lh"l54) and an
international trade impact assessment.
The complete regulatory evaluation.
which contains more detailed economic
information than this summary provides,
is available in the docket.

Cost-Benefit Analysis

The primary objective of this rule is to
enhance aviation safety. An
eXamination of the cost and the benefits
associated with the amendments to
ParIs 25, 121, and 13$--lmproved Access
10 Type III Exits-are presented below.

Costs

The rule will require operators of
transport category airplanes with 60 or
more passenger seats to improve the
access to Type III exits. In sddition, the
rule will require placards to be
displayed in all airplanes with Type III
exits that descibe how to open the exit.
how much it weighs, and where to stow
it. The costs of the rule can be separated
into those incurred under part 25. those
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incurred under pan 121. and those
incurred under pan 135.

The FAA has detennined that
manufactureR can design the interior
arrangements of airplanes that will
receive future type certifications so that
there will be no I... of seats as a result
of these improved access requirements.
Therefore, there are no C06ts
attributable to improved access
requiremenu under pari 25. A placard
that meets the reqtliremenl.'l of the rule
will cost approximately $180 to design
and $100 per airplane to install. The
FAA estimates tlIat the cost of placards
for new aiqJlane types with Type lIJ
exits wiD be approximately $66,000 over
the years 1993-2002, or $40,800
discounted.

The current noel of airplanes with
pa~r seating capacities of 60 seats
or more and Type III exits will have to
meet the requirements for improved
acce•• IlDder p.rt121. The FAA has
detennined that 2.579 airplanes will be
affected. Because of the flexibility in the
rule, the FAA haB determined that all of
these aiqJlanea will meet the
requirement. of the rule through
reconfiguration. rather than seat
removal. The costs of reconfiguration.
including design changes. approval. and
labor and material. to effect the
reconfiguration. will be $3.5 million. or
$3.2 million discounted. Currently
certificated airplanes with Type III exits
and pasaenger configurations of 60 or
more that Bave not yet been
manufactured will also be required to
meet the exit access requirements of
Part 121. However, since configuration is
included in the costs of production of
these new airplanes. there are no
additional costs incurred as a result of
the exit access requirements.

Placards will allO be rquired for
currently-<:ertificaled airplane> with
Type III exits with passenger seating
configurations of 20 or more. The total
COBt to the current affected fleet of 3,004
airplanea will be $329,000, or $299,000
discounted, OYer the years 1993-2002
the FAA e.lima1elthat 3.306 currently·
certificated airplaael operating under
Part 121 and equipped with Type 1Il
exitB wil\ be lIUtJlufactured. The cosl.'l of
placarda for theae aiqJlanel will be
$331.000, or $218,000 discounted,

Very few airplanes with 20 or more
seats and Type W exit. operate under
Part 135. The FAA haB determined that
there are currently 41 8uch airplanes
with a maximum of 7 different seating
configurations. Further. the FAA
estimates that 45 new affected airplanes
will be msD01faclw'ed during tlIe period
1993-2002. The costs of design. approval.
production. and instaUation of placards

for these existing and new airplanes will
total $5,800, or $4,500 discounted.

The total costs of compliance of the
rule over the years 1993-2002 will be
$4.3 million. or $3.8 million discounted to
present value. More than 80 percent of
thiB COlt will be iocurred to comply with
the requirements for improved acceS8.
Once the CWTent fleet is reconfigured,
'the only cost of compliance of the rule
will be that for placards. no more than
$280 per airplane,

Benefits

The rule i. expected to reduce the
time to evacuate an airplane's Type IIJ
exit in the event of an emergency.
During the years 1982 to 1991. there have
been three domestic accidents involving
airplanes wiih Type III exits where
passengen used those exits and where
fire and/or smoke inhalation pr:oduced
post-accident fatalities. Another
accident occurred to a foreign-registered
airplane with Type III exits operating in
the United States. Seventy·two
passengers and seven crewmembers
died in these accidents.

In the most recent accident. which
occurred February 1. 1991. 37 passengers
escaped through a Type 1U exit on a
Boeing 737, However, a deceased flight
attendant and 10 deceased passengers
were found lined up in the aisle within 8
feet of the exit. They died as a result of
smoke and particulate inhalation. The
NTSB reported that "they most likely
collapsed while waiting to climb out the
overwing exit." The tests conducted by
CAMI showed that the access
requirements in the rule could result in a
14 percent improvement in the flow rate.
This improvement would have resulted
in 5 additional passengers and/or
crewmembers being able to evacuate
the 737. Applying a statistical economic
value of a life of $1,5 million to the
estimated 5 lives that could have been
saved with improved acceBS to the Type
III exit in this Bccident results in a value
of $7.5 million in 1992 dollars. Assuming
that one life is saved every two years
over Ibe period from 199$-2002, the
value of $7.5 million. discounted to
present value, is $4.4 million.

Comparison of Costs and Benefits

The costs of the rule will be $4.3
million over the years 1993-2002. or $3.6
million discounted to present value.
Over the same period of lime, the FAA
estimates that appt'oximately 5 lives can
be saved due to improved access to
Type nI exits and the requirements for
inBtractive placsrds at lhase exits,
resulting in benefits of $7..5 minion, or
$4.4 million dilCOUJ1led. Thus, the FAA
baB delennined !hat the proposed rule is
cost-beneficia I.

Regulatory flexibility Determination

The Regulatory Flexjbility Act of 1980
(RFA) requires Federal agencies to
review rules that may have a
"significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities."
The FAA has adopted criteria and
guidelines rOT rulemaking officials to
apply when determining whether a
proposed or existing rule has any
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.

The entitieB that would be affected by
this rule are the owners of airplanes
with Type In exits. These owners
include air carriers. banks, leasing
companies, and manufacturers of such
airplanes. Based on the Regulatory
Flexibility Criteria and Guidance. the
size threshold for operators of airplanes
for hire is nine airplanes owned" while
the cost threshold va"ries from about
$4,300 to inO,l00 in 1991 dollars.
depending on type of service and/or
fleet seating capacity. A substantial
number is one that is not less than 11 or
which is more than one-third of affected
small entities.

The FAA has detennined that the rule
will not have 8 significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities. Approximately 47 affected
owners can be considered small entities.
The costs of the rule to the carriers will
not exceed the threshold limits given
above. In addition, the number of small
leasing companies that own affected
airplanes is less than the 11 necessary
for a substantial number of small
entities affected by the rule. Therefore.
the FAA has determined that the rule
will nol have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities_

International Trade Impact Assessment

The rule will have little impact on
international trade. u.s. and foreign
airplane manufacturers can easily
configure airplanes cabins to suit
customers. either foreign or domestic.
Because the rule will not require the
removal of seats, u.s. carriers wi!! not
be at 8 competitive disadvantage. Once
the existing affected. fleet is
reconfigured, the only costs to new
airplanes (either currently type
certificated or new types) will be those
for placards at the exits.

Federaliam Implicatioos

The regulations adopted herein will
not have substantial direct effects on the
States, on the mationship between the
national government and the States. or
on the dis:ribulioD of power and
responsibilities among the various levels
of government. Therefore. in accordance
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with Executive Order 12612, it is
determined that this final rule will not
have sufficient federalism implications
to warrant the preparation of a
Federalism Assessment.

Cooclusion
For the reasons given earlier in the

preamble. the FAA has determined that
this is not a major rule as defined in
Executive Order 12291. Because this
final rule concerns a matter on which
there is significant public interest, the
FAA has determined that this action is
significant 65 defined in Department of
Transportation Regulatory Policies and
Procedures (44 FR 11034. February 26.
1979). The FAA has carefully considered
the impact of the rule on small entities
and has concluded that there will not be
B significant impact. positive or
negative, on a substantial number of
small en!ities. A final regulatory
evaluation of the rule. including 8

Regulatory Flexibility Determination
and International Trade Impact
Analysis, has been placed in the docket.
A copy may be obtained by contacting
the person identified under "FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT."

List of Subjects

14 CFR Port 25

Air transportation. Aircraft. Aviation
safety. Safety.

14 CFR Port 121

Air carriers. Air transportation.
Aircraft. Airplanes, Aviation safety,
Common carriers. Crashworthines8.
Emergency evacuation. Transportation.
Safety.

14 CFR Part 135

Air carriers. Air transportation.
Aircraft. Airplanes. Aviation safety.
Transportation. Safety.

Adoptioo of the Ameodmeot

Accordingly. the Federal Aviatioo
Administration amends 14 CFR parts 25,
121, and 135 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations [FAR) as follows:

PART 25-AIRWORTHINESS
STANDARDS: TRANSPORT
CATEGORY AIRPLANES

1. The authority citation for Part ZS
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1344, 1354(0), 1355.
1421. 1423. 1424. 1425, 1428, 1429. 1430. 49
U.S.C. l00(S): ond 49 CFR 1.47(0).

2. By amending § ZS.813 by revising
paragraphs [a) and (c) to read as
follows:

§ 25.813 Emergency exit ecce...

•

(I). • •
(3)· • •
(i)· • •
(ii) For ao airplane for which the

application for the type certificate was
filed on or after May 1. 1972, the access

PART 121-CERTIFICATION AND
OPERATIONS: DOMESTIC, FLAG, AND
SUPPLEMENTAL AIR CARRIERS AND
COMMERCIAL OPERATORS OF
LARGE AIRCRAFT

3. The authority citation for part 121
continues to read a8 follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1354(0). 1355, 1356,
1357, 14ltt, 1421 through 1430, 1472. 1485. snd
t502: 49 U.S.C. l00[g); ond 49 CFR 1.47(0).

4. By amending § 121.310 by revising
paragraph [f](3)[ii) and adding
paragraphs (f][3)[iii), (iv). and (v) to read
a. follows:

§ 121.310 Additional emergency
equlpmer.t.

••••

the ceiling [or bottom of sidewall
stowage bins). inboard from the exit for
a distance not less than the width of the
narrowest passenger seat installed on
the airplane. and from the forward edge
of the forward passageway to the aft
edge of the aft passageway. The exit
opening must be totally within the fore
and aft bounds of the unobstructed
space.

(2) In addition to the access-
(i) For airplanes that have a passenger

seating configuration of 20 or more. the
projected opening of the exit provided
must be obstructed and there must be no
interference in opening the exit by seets,
berths. or other protrusions (including
any seatback in the most adverse
position) for a distance from that exit
not less than the width of the narrowest
passenger seat installed on the airplane.

[ii) For airplanes that bave a
passenger seating configuration of 19 or
fewer, there may be minor obstructions
in this region. if there Bre compensating
factors to maintain the effectiveness of
the exit.

(3) For each Type III exit. regardless
of the passenger capacity of the airplane
in wbich it is installed. there must be
placards that-

(i) Me readable by all persons seated
adjacent to and facing a passageway to
the exit;

[ii) Accurately state or illustrate the
proper method of opening the exi~

including the use of handholds; and
(iii) If the exit is a removable hatch.

state the weight of the hatch and
indicate an appropriate location to place
the hatch after removal.

(a) There must be a passageway
leading from the nearest main aisle to
each Type I. Type II. or Type A
emergency exit and between individual
passenger areas. Each passageway
leading to a Type A exit must be
unobstructed and at least 36 inches
wide. Passageways between individual
passenger areas and those leading to
Type I and Type II emergency exits must
be unobstructed aod at least 20 inches
wide. Unless there are two or more main
aisles. each Type A exit must be located
so that there is passenger flow along the
main aisle to that exit from both the
forward and aft directions. If two more
more main aisles are provided. there
must be unobstructed cross-aisles at
least 20 inches wide between main
aisles. There must be-

(1) A cross-aisle which leads directly
to each passageway between the
nearest main aisle and a Type A exit;
and

(2) A cross-aisle which leads to the
immediate vicinity of each passageway
between the nearest main aisle and a
Type 1. Type 11. or Type 1II exit; except
that wheo two Type III exits are located
within three passenger rows of each
other. a single cross-aisle may be used if
it leads to the vicinity between the
passageways from the nearest main
aisle to each exit.

(c) The following must be provided for
each Type III or Type IV exit-{l) There
must be access from the nearest to each
exit. In addition. for each Type 1II exit in
an airplane that has a passenger seating
configuration of 60 or more-

(i) Except as provided in paragraph
(c)(l)(ii). the access must be provided by
an unobstructed passageway that is at
least 10 inches in width for interior
arrangements in which the adjacent seat
rows on the exit side of the aisle contain
no more than two seals. or 20 inches in
width for interior arrangements in which
those rows contain three seats. The
width of the passageway must be
measured with adjacent seats adjusted
to their most adverse position. The
centerline of the required passageway
width must not be displaced more thao 5
inches horizontally from that of the exit.

[ii) In lieu of one 1(}. or 2O-inch
passageway, there may be two
passageways, between seat rows only,
that must be at least 8 inches in width
and lead to an unobstructed space
adjacent to each exit. [Adjacent exit.
must not share a common passageway.)
The widtb of the passageways must be
measured with adjacent seats adjusted
to their most adverse position. The
unobstructed space adjacent to the exit
must exteod vertically from the floor to••••
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must meet the emergency exit access
requirements under which the airplane
was type certified; except tha~

(iii) A/ler December 3, 1992, the
access for an airplane type certificated
a/ler January 1, 1958. must meet the
requiremenls of I ZS.813{c) of this
chapter. effective June 3. 1992-

(iv) Contrary provisions of this section
notwithstanding. the Manager of the
Transport Airplane Directorate. Aircraft
Certification Service. Federal Aviation
Adminis.tration. may authorize deviation
from the requirements of paragraph
(£)(3)(iii) of this section illtls
determined that special circwnstances
make copmliance impractical. Such
spedal circumstances include. but are
not limited to, the following conditions
when they preclude achieving
compliance with I 25.813(c)(l)(i) or (ii)
without 8 reduction in the total number
of passenger &ests: emergency exits
located in close proximity to each other;
fixed installations such 88 lavatories.
galleys. etc.; pennanently mounted
bulkheads; an insufficient number of
rows ahead of or behind the exit to
enable compliance without a reduction
in the seat row pitch of more than one
inch; or an insufficient number of such
rows to enable compliance without 8

reduction in the seat row pitch to less
than 30 inches. A request for such grant
of deviation must include credible
reasons as to why literal compliance
with I 25.813(c)(l)(il or [ii) is impractical
and a description of the steps taken to
achieve a level of safety as close to tha t
intended by I 25.813(cl(I)(i) or (ii) as is
practical.

(v) The Manager of the Transport
Airplane Directorate. Aircrart
Certification Service. Federal Aviation
Administration, may also authorize a
compliance date later than December 3.
1992, illt is detennined that special
circumstances make compliance by that
date Impractical. A request for such
grant of deviation must outline the
airplanes for which compliance will be
achieved by December 3. 1992, and
include a proposed schedule for
incremental compliance of the remaining
airplanes in the operator's fleet. In
addition. the request must include
credible reasons why compliance
cannot be achieved earlier.

PART 135-A1R TAXI OPERATORS
AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS

5. The authority citation for part 135
continues to read 8S follows:

Authority. 49 U.s.c. 1354[a). 1355. 1358.
1357, ,4lI1. 1421-1431. and 1502: 49 U.s.C.
1llO(g~ and 49 CFR 1.47(a).

§ l35.ln [Amendedl
6. By amending I 135.1n by removing

and reserving paragraph (a)(4).
7. By adding a new 1135.178 to read

as follows,

§ 135.178 Addillon'" emergoncy
equipment.

No person may operate an airplane
having a passenger seating configuration
of more than 19 seats.. unless it has the
additional emergency equipment
specified in paragraphs (a) through (I) of
this section.

(a) Means lor emergency evacuation.
Each passenger-carrying landplane
emergency exit (other than over-the
wing) that is more than 8 feet from the
ground, with the airplane on the ground
and the laoding gear extended. must
have an approved means to assist the
occupants in descending to the ground.
The assisting means for a floor-level
emergency exit must meet the
requirements of 125.809(£)(1) of this
chapter in effect on April 30. 1972.
except that. for any airplane for which
the application for the type certificate
was filed arter that date. it must meet
the requirements under which the
airplane was type certificated. An
assisting means that deploys
automatically must be armed during
taxiing, takeoffs. and landings; however.
the Administrator may grant a deviation
from the requirement of automatic
deployment if he finds that the design of
the exit makes complianc~ impractical,
if the assisting means automatically
erects upon deployment and. with
respect to required emergency exits. if
an emergency evacuation demonstration
(s conducted in accordance with
I 121.291(a) of this chapter. This
paragraph does not apply to the rear
window emergency exit of Douglas De
3 airplanes operated with fewer than 36
occupants, including crewmembers. and
fewer than five exits authorized for
passenger use.

(b) Interior emergency exit morking.
The following must be complied with for
each passenger-carrying airplane:

(1) Each passenger emergency exit. its
means of access, and its means of
opening must be conspicuously marked.
The identity and location of each
passenger emergency exit must be
recognizable from a distance equal to
the width of the cabin. The location of
each passenger emergency exit must be
indicated by a sign visible to occupants
approaching along the main passenger
aisle. There must be a location sign-

(i) Above the aisle near each over·the
wing passenger emergency exit. or at
another ceilins location if It is more
practical because of low headroom;

(ii) Next to each floor level passenger
emergency exit except that one sign
may serve two such exits if they both
can be seen readily from that sign; and

"(iii) On each bulkhead or divider that
prevents fore and aft vision along the
passenger cabin, to indicate emergency
exits beyond and obscured by it. except
that if this is not possible, the sign may
be placed at another appropriate
location.

(2) Each passenger emergency exit
marking and each locating sign must
meet the following;

(i) For an airplane for which the
application for the type certificate was
filed prior to May 1, 1972, each
passenger emergency exit marking and
each locating sign must be manufactured
to meet the requirements of I 25.812(b)
of this chapter in effect on April 30, 1972.
On these airplanes. no sign may
continue to be used if its luminescence
(brightness) decreases to below 100
microlamberts. The colors may be
reversed If it increases the emergency
illumination of the passenger
compartment. However, the
Administrator may authorize deviation
from the 2-inch background
requirements if he finds that special
circumstances exist that make
compliance impractical and that the
proposed deviation provides an
equivalent level of .afety.

(ii) For an airplane for which the
application for the type certificate was
filed on or arter May 1, 1972, each
passenger emergency exit marking and
each locating sign must be manufactured
to meet the interior emergency exit
marking requirements under which the
airplane was type certificated. On these
airplanes. no sign may continue to be
used if its luminescence (brightness)
decreases to below 250 microlamberts.

(c) Lighting for interior emergency
exit markings. Each passenger-carrying
airplane must ha\:"e an emergency
lighting system. independent of the main
lighting system; however. sources of
general cabin illumination may be
common to both the emergency and the
main lighting systems if the power
supply to the emergency lighting system
is independent of the power supply to
the main lighting system. The emergency
lighting system must-

(1) lIIuminate each passenger exit
marking and location sign;

(2) Provide enough general lighting in
the passenger cabin so that the average
illumination when measured al40-inch
intervals at seat anorest height, on the
centerline of the main·passenger aisle. is
at least 0.05 foot-candles; and

(3) For airplanes type certificated after
January 1.1958, include floor proximity
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p.mcrgcncy escape path marking which
mcets the requirements of § 25.812(e) of
this chapter in effect on November 26.
1,)84.

(d) Emergency light operotion. Except
for lights forming part of emergency
lighting subsystems provided In
compliance with § 25.812(h) of this
ch.pter (as prescribed in paregraph (h)
cf this section) that serve no more than
one assist means. are independent of the
uirpiane's main emergency lighting
systems. and are automatically
octivated when the assist means is
deployed. each light required by
paragraphs (c) and [h) of this section
rrUJl:

(I) Be operable manually both from
the flightcrew station and from a point
in the passenger compartment that is
readily accessible to 8 normal flight
attenddnt seat;

(2) Have a means to prevent
iiladvertent operation of the manual
controls;

(3) When armed or turned on at either
station, remain lighted or become
lighted upon interruption of the
airplane's normal electric power;

(4) Be armed or turned on during
taxiing. takeoff, and landing. In showing
compliance with this paragraph, a
transverse vertical separation of the
fuselage need not be considered;

(5) Provide the required level of
ilIu.'nination for at least 10 minutes at
the critical ambient conditions after
emergency landing; and

(6) Have a cockpit control device that
has an "on," "off," and "armed"
position,

(e) Emergency exit operoting handles.
[1) For a passenger-carrying airplane for
which the application for the type
cerlificate was filed prior to May 1, 1972,
the location of each passenger
emergency exit operating handle, and
instructions for opening the exit, must
be shown by a marking on or near the
exit that is readable from a distance of
30 inches. In addition, for each Type I
and Type U emergency exit with a
locking mechanism released by rotary
motion of the handle, the Instructions for
opeoing must be shown by-

(i) A red arrow wilh a shaft alleast
three·fourths inch wide and a head
twice the width of the shaft, extending
along at least 70· of arc at a radius
approximately equal to three-fourths of
the handle length; and

(ii) The word "open" In red lellersl
inch high placed horizontally near the
head of the arrow.

(2) For a passenger-carrying airplane
for which the application for the type
certificate was filed on or after May 1,
1972, the location of each passenger
emergency exil operating handle and

instructions for openmg the exit must be
shown in accordance with the
requirements under which the airplane
was type certificated. On these
airplanes, no operating handle or
operating handle cover may continue to
be used if its luminescence (brightness)
decreases to below 100 microlamberts,

(O Emergency exit access. Access to
emergency exits must be provided 8S
follows for each pas.senger-carrying
airplane:

(1) Each passageway between
individual passenger areas, or leading to
a Type I or Type II emergency exit, must
be unobstructed and at least 20 inches
wide.

(2) There must be enough space next
10 each Type I or Type U emergency exit
to allow a crewmember to 8ssist in the
evacuation of passengers without
reducing the unobstructed width of the
passageway below that required in
paragraph (f)(1) of this section: however,
the Administrator may authorize
deviation from this requirement for an
airplane certificated under the
provisions of part 4b of the Civil Air
Regulations in effect before December
20, 1951, if he finds that special
circumstances exist that provide an
equivalent level of safety.

(3) There must be access from the
main aisle to aach Type ill and Type fV
exit. The access from the aisle to these
exits must not be obstructed by seats,
berths, or other protrusions in a manner
that would reduce the effectiveness of
the exit. In addition, for a transport
category airplane type certificated after
January I, 1958, there must be placards
installed In accordance with
§ 25.813(c][3J for each Type UI exit.

[4) If it is necessary to pass through a
passageway between passenger
compartments to reach any required
emergency exi t from any seat in the
passenger cabin, the passageway must
not be obstructed. Curtains may,
however, be used if they allow free
entry through the passageway.

(5) No door may be installed in any
partition between passenger
compartments.

(6) If it is necessary to pass through a
doorway separating the passenger cabin
from other areas to reach 8 required
emergency exit from any passenger seat.
the door must have a means to latch it in
the open position, and the door must be
latched open during each takeoff and
landing. The latching means must be
able to withstand the loads imposed
upon it when the door is subjected to Ihe
ultimate inertia forces, relative to the
surrounding structure, listed In
I 25.561[hJ of this chapter.

(g) Exterior exit morkings. Each
passenger emergency exit and the

means of opening that exit from the
outside must be marked on the outside
of the airplane. There must be a 2-inch
colored band outlining each passenger
emergency exit on the side of the
fuselage. Each outside marking,
including the band, must be readily
distinguishable from the surrounding
fuselage area by contrast in color. The
markings must comply with the
following:

(lJ If the reflectance of tha darker
color is 15 percent or less, the
reflectance of the lighter color must be
at least 45 percent.

(2) If the reflectance of the darker
color is grealer than 15 percen~ at le••t
a 30 percent difference between Its
reflectance and the·reflectance of the
lighter color must be provided.

(3) Exits that are not In the side of the
fuselage musl have the external means
of opening and applicable instructiona
marked conspicuously in red or, if red is
inconspicuous against the baclcground
color, in bright chrome yellow and,
when the opening means for 8uch an
exit is located on only one side of the
fuselage, a conspicuous marking to that
effect must be provided on the other
side. "Reflectance" Is the ratio of the
luminous fiux reflected by a body to the
luminous flux it receives.

(h) Exterior emergency lighting and
escape route. (lJ Each passenger
carrying airplane must be equipped with
exterior lighting that meets the following
requirements:

(iJ For an airplane for which the
application for the type certificate was
filed prior to May 1, 1972, the
requirements of § 25.812 (f) and (gJ of
this chapter in effect on April 30, 1972-

(ii) For an airplane for which the
application for the type certificate was
filed on or after May I, 1972, the exterior
emergency lighting requirements under
which the airplane was type certificated.

(2) Each passenger-carrying airplane
must be equipped with a slip-resistant
escape route that meets the following
requirements:

(i) For an airplane for which the
application for the type certificate was
filed prior to May 1, 197Z, the
requirements of § 25.803(e) of this
chapter in effect on April 30, 197Z.

(ii) For an airplane for which the
application for Ihe type certificale was
filed on or after May 1, 197Z, the slip
resistant escape route requirements
under which the airplane was type
certificated.

(i) Floar level exits. Each floor level
door or exit in the side of the fuselage
(other than those leading inlo a cargo or
baggage compartment that is not
accessible from the passenger cabinJ
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that is 44 or more inches high and 20 or
more inches wide. but not wider than 46
inches. eBch passenger ventral exit
(except the ventral exits on Martin 404
and Convair 240 airplanes), and each
tail cone exit. must meet the
requirements of this section for floor
level emergency exHs. However. the
Administrator may grant 8 deviation
from this paragraph If he finds that
circumstances make full compliance
Impractical and that an acceptable level
of safety has been achieved.

(j) Additional emergency exitJi.
Approved emergency exits in the

passenger compartments that are in
excess of the minimum number of
required emergency exits must meet all
of the applicable provisions of this
section. except paragraphs (f) (1), (2).
and (3) of this section. and must be
readily accessible.

(1<) On each large pasaenger·carrying
turbojet-powered airplane, each ventral
exit and tailcone exit must be-

(1) Designed and constrocted so that it
cannol be opened during flight; and

(2) Marked with a placard readable
from 8 distance. of 30 inches and
installed al 8 conspiCUDuslocation near

the means of opening the exit, stating
that the exit has been designed and
constructed so that it cannot be opened
during flight.

(I) Portable lightJi. No person may
operate a passenger-c8rrying airplane
unless it I. equipped with fiashlight
stowage provisions accessible from each
flight atlendant seat.

Issued in Washington. DC. on April 28.
1992.
BlllTy Lambe!! Hani.,
Acting Administrator.
{FR Doc. 92-10306 Filed 5-1-92; 6:45 amI
8lUJNG CODE .8HH)-III
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